Dear Faculty, IGERT Fellows, IGERT Associates and Students,

You are cordially invited to attend a Seminar presented by Ninad Thakoor and Albert Cruz. Please plan to attend.

Ninad Thakoor and Albert Cruz
Post-Doc and IGERT Fellows

Date: Monday, March 11, 2013
Location: Bourns A265
Time: 11:10am

Data Stewardship for Researchers: Tips, Tools, and Guidance

Abstract:
The topic is Image Processing in MATLAB by Ninad Thakoor and Albert Cruz. This is a follow up lesson from our first lesson on February 25. Unlike the first lesson, this will cover advanced topics. We collected some feedback to determine the topics, and the feedback will be taken into consideration.

As with the first lesson, please bring your laptop with MATLAB already installed. If you don’t have MATLAB, please try to coordinate with a friend to be their teammate for the lesson.